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n Gold prices stayed held steady in today�s trading session. Physical demand
ahead of the festival season in India helped gold prices stay afloat today amid
a firm dollar, while markets awaited more direction on a rate hike from the U.S.
Federal Reserve.

n Gold is expected to gain over the next few days on account of festival buying
in India, the world's second-largest consumer of the bullion. The metal is
traditionally given as a gift during festivals such as Dhanteras and Diwali.

.

n Physical demand from Asia continues to underpin the market at present, with
gold continuing to consolidate for the time being between $1,250-75. Spot gold
was up 0.2 percent at $1,268.90 an ounce. U.S gold futures were up about 0.2
percent at $1,269.60 per ounce.

..

n While the Indian physical buying is supporting prices, the liquidation of longs
last week has put some break on the upside movement and gold prices will
stay within $1,260-$1,280 range for the time being.

n The dollar is a bit stronger and there is no sign of gold going above $1,300
and we are seeing some liquidations in the ETFs. SPDR Gold Trust, the world's
largest gold-backed exchange-traded fund, said its holdings fell 1.49 percent
to 942.59 tonnes yesterday.

n The markets are waiting for the FOMC meeting next week and (the U.S.
presidential) elections. The Federal Reserve is expected to raise interest rates
three times by the end of 2017, Chicago Fed President Charles Evans said
earlier in the week, which had sent the dollar rallying to nine-month highs on
Monday.

n The market will look to the third quarter U.K. GDP data and data from the U.S.
due later in the day for the latest economic clues. The Bank of Japan is likely
to abstain from expanding stimulus next week.

Gold prices reversed Tuesday rise, and appear to

have held support levels near the 10-day moving

average near 1,263. Resistance on the yellow metal

is seen near the weekly highs at 1,276.  U.S. yields

increased on Wednesday, taking the shine off the

yellow metal. Momentum has recently turned positive

as the MACD index generated a buy signal. This

occurs as the spread (the 12-day moving average

minus the 26-day moving average) crosses above the

9-day moving average of the spread. The MACD index

moved from negative to positive territory confirming

the buy signal. The index is now printing in the black

with an upward sloping trajectory which is pointing to

higher prices for gold. The RSI (relative strength index)

has moved higher from oversold territory and is printing

a reading of 41,which is on the lower end of the neutral

range.
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n Gold futures retreated from their highest levels in

three weeks yesterday, giving back most of what

they gained a day earlier

n Prospects for higher U.S interest rates putting

pressure on prices

n December gold fell $7, or 0.6%, to settle at

$1,266.60 an ounce after tapping an intraday high

above $1,277

n A higher Dollar leaves commodities less desirable

to purchase using another currency

n Looking ahead, the big data pthis week is Friday�s

GDP report for the third quarter
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n Oil traded higher today in Asian trading session as a further drop in U.S crude
inventories countered investor doubts that OPEC will be able to implement a
production cut.

n Crude inventories posted an unexpected drop of 553,000 barrels last week,
and stocks of gasoline and distillates fell more than expected, raising hopes
that a long-awaited market rebalancing is finally under way.  U.S crude gained
10 cents to $49.28.

n The global stock overhang must be reduced in order to see higher prices.
Whilst such reduction is largely in the hand of OPEC, the re-balancing is already
taking place in the U.S.

n The market was keeping an eye on escalating protests in Venezuela against
the rule of President Nicolas Maduro, although there was no sign of any impact
on the OPEC member's oil output. Venezuelan production has been falling this
year as low prices hit investment.

n Doubts about the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries' supply
cut deal weighed on the market. OPEC agreed last month its first deal to
restrain output in eight years to boost prices. But Iraq on Sunday called for
Baghdad to be exempt, adding to the list of members seeking special treatment.

n Investors remain uncertain as to whether OPEC can implement the tentative
agreement to cut production. A technical meeting at OPEC's headquarters on
Friday, and with officials from non-OPEC countries on Saturday, is supposed
to come up with recommendations on how to implement the supply cutback
to the oil ministers' next meeting on Nov. 30.

n The OPEC plan is designed to speed up the removal of a supply glut that is
keeping oil prices at less than half their level of mid-2014, cutting exporters'
income and leading to investment cuts by oil companies worldwide.

WTI crude oil prices moved lower on Wednesday

following mixed reports on inventories.  Prices are

poised to test support near the 50-day moving average

at 48.31.  Resistance is seen near the 20-day moving

average at 50.35. Momentum has turned lower as the

MACD (moving average convergence divergence)

index recently generated a sell signal. This occurs as

the spread (the 12-day moving average minus the 26-

day moving average) crosses below the 9-day moving

average of the spread. On the inventory front, U.S.

commercial crude oil inventories decreased by 0.6

million barrels from the previous week, which compared

to expectations of a 1-million-barrel build. The API

reported a 5.2 million build. Ultimately, I think that we

will continue to see a lot of volatility regardless what

happens if you are going to have to be able to deal

with.

n Oil prices are recovering after worse than expected

US oil inventories

n US crude fell back below $50 a barrel yesterday,

amid fears that Russia could scupper an OPEC

supply cut

n U.S oil inventories showed a 55,000 fall in weekly

supply, versus analysts expectations of a 2 million

increase

n Investors remain uncertain whether OPEC can

implement an agreement to cut production

n U.S crude oil gained 10 cents to $49.28 today in

Asian trading session
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n Silver prices reversed course yesterday and were on track to settle lower for
the day, as investors geared up for US economic data that could provide clarity
around monetary policy.

n December silver futures fell 10 cents, or 0.5%, to $17.69 a troy ounce, reversing
an earlier gain of 0.5%. The grey metal was trading near the session low of
$17.66.

n Silver has regained momentum this week amid signs of improved industrial
demand and uncertainty around US monetary policy. This environment could
make silver more attractive over the short-term.

n So-called valuation dislocations could also provide short-term opportunities for
silver miners, which have recently pulled back from sharp rallies at the start
of the year.

n Demand for the US dollar declined slightly, as markets awaited fresh trading
catalysts. The dollar index fell 0.2% to 98.57. The US government will release
data on durable goods orders and third quarter gross domestic product Thursday
and Friday respectively. The GDP report is expected to show stronger economic
growth in the September quarter, which could support the case for higher US
interest rates.

n The 30-day Fed Fund futures prices, which allow traders to bet on monetary
policy, imply a 78.3% chance of a rate hike in December. The US economic
data had a generally solid tone with the preliminary goods trade deficit declining
to $56.1bn from $59.2bn the previous month as exports edged higher over the
month and imports declined.

n The Markit PMI services index was stronger than expected with an increase
to 54.8 for October from 52.3 and the highest reading since November 2015.
The positive sentiment was curbed slightly by a subdued tone in employment.

Silver markets initially tried to rally on Wednesday but

turned around and formed a slightly negative candle.

Nonetheless, my analysis of silver has not changed

at all, as I believe we are simply trying to build up

enough momentum to break out to the upside. A move

above the $17.90 level signifies that we are going to

grind up towards the $18.50 level. Supportive candles

below could be used as buying opportunities for short-

term traders. It is not until we break down below the

$17 level that I am willing to sell silver at this point in

time. We will need to wait for the break before running

with either side of the tape. A break lower will be in

line with the path of least resistance and quickly put

pressure on 17.11. A break higher will likely prove

difficult until silver can trade above resistance. In the

event it does, we would look to the 8/29 low at 18.40

as the next level to achieve.

n Silver was unable to extend gains with the

combination of a Dollar recovery

n Asian demand faded slightly with silver unable to

make further headway despite a cautious tone

surrounding risk appetite

n The US economic data had a solid tone with the

preliminary goods trade deficit declining to $56.1bn

from $59.2bn the previous month

n The Markit PMI services index was stronger than

expected with an increase to 54.8

n The new home sales data was slightly weaker

than expected
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